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1 IntrodutionThe noise soures that limit the design sensitivity of the �rst and seond generation gravitationalwave detetors are well identi�ed. As an example, in Fig. 1 the design sensitivity of an advaneddetetor (2nd generation) is reported [1℄ listing the main noise soures. The �gure also showsthe design sensitivity of Einstein Telesope. At very low frequeny the seismi noise plays a

Figure 1: Noise ontributions [1℄ to the sensitivity of a potential advaned detetor (blue solidurve). The solid red urve is an approximation of the design target for the sensitivity of EinsteinTelesope. It is seen that in the frequeny range 1 - 10 Hz seismi and gravity gradient noisedominate.dominant role. The seismi �lter hain used to suspend the main optis of the interferometermust be designed arefully to prevent seismi indued vibrations to pass through and a�et thedetetor sensitivity. More importantly, the vibrating soil an diretly ouple to the suspendedmasses (so alled Newtonian noise (NN) or gravity gradient noise (GGN)). Furthermore, seisminoise ompliates the ontrol of the seismi �lter hain (giving rise to the so-alled ontrol noise).The required redution of the in�uene of seismi noise with respet to the seond generationdetetors an be ahieved through an improvement of the vibration isolation of the mirrors (alsotermed test masses) and of the ontrollability of the suspension. To suppress the in�uene ofseismi displaement noise, the test masses will be suspended from sizable and omplex atten-uation hains. Nevertheless, �utuating gravitational �elds diretly ouple to the test massesthemselves, bypassing all previous attenuation stages. The time-varying ontributions to thegravity gradient noise originate from both seismi and atmospheri density �utuation, gener-ating a stohasti gravitational fore on the test mass. In general, seismi waves originate fromhuman indued ativities (ultural seismi noise), oean and ground water dynamis, slow gravity3



drifts, and atmospheri in�uenes. Sine no general �lter or shield an be built for gravitationaloupling it is imperative that sites with relatively low seismiity should be identi�ed. This isthe main ativity of work pakage 1 of the Einstein Telesope design study: the de�nition of siterequirements and the proposition of the possible sites in Europe, having satisfatory spei�a-tions. The need to redue both the seismi and gravity gradient noise seems to be ful�lled by anunderground site. Low seismi ativity and uniformity of the soil plays a dominant role in thesite identi�ation proess sine they may failitate GGN subtration shemes.This report is strutured as follows: ambient ground motion is addressed in setion 2. First,slow ground motion in hard rok and salt is disussed. This is followed by a disussion of seismimotion that addresses miroseisms, ultural and wind noise. The setion onluded with outliningthe dependene of ambient noise on geography and geology. Setion 3 present information onspei� sites: Kamioka (Japan), Homestake (USA), Germany and partile aelerator sites. Thereport is ompleted with setion 4 that presents a disussion on logistial aspets.2 Ambient ground motionInterferometri gravitational wave detetors are large and omplex and the seletion of their site isan issue of great importane. Ideally, the site should feature minimal seismi ultural noise (nowand in the future) and gravity gradient noise, while proximity to an existing laboratory wouldbe an advantage. Most of the seismi ultural noise propagates over the surfae, and attenuateswith depth. Similarly, gravity gradient noise from surfae waves dereases with depth, in partdue to geometri anellation e�ets. Moreover, the expeted higher oherene of the waves maylead to more e�etive gravity gradient subtration shemens. Consequently, the ideal site maybe loated underground at su�ient depth.Presently, the large interferometri detetors GEO600, LIGO, TAMA and VIRGO are plaed onthe surfae of the earth and, onsequently, are more sensitive to seismi disturbanes. In fat,their operation is limited by seismi displaement noise and their sensitivity rapidly deterioratesfor frequenies below about 10 Hz (see also Fig. 1). At these low frequenies Virgo has realizedgood performane due to a suitable attenuation sheme. From a mathematial point of viewground motion is a random proess and an be represented by a power spetrum. At a moderatelyquiet site on or just below the surfae of the earth, seismi motion in all three dimensions followsa spetrum of approximately 100 nm/f2
√

Hz for frequenies f above about 1 Hz. For third-generation gravitational wave detetors the goal is to identy sites with seismi noise of about
1 nm/f2

√
Hz for frequenies above 1 Hz.2.1 Slow ground motion in hard rokThe position of test masses will experiene di�usive ground movement and perform Brownianmotion haraterized by the variane of the relative displaement whih sales as a produt oftemporal and spatial intervals. This residual di�usive motion an be approximated by `the ATLlaw' [2, 3℄. This emperial rule states that the rms relative displaement dx of two points loatedat a distane L grows with time T aording to

< dx2 >= ATL, (1)where A is a onstant of the order 10−5±1 µm2/(s · m) that depends on the site. The di�usionwandering takes plae in all diretions. Fig. 2 shows alignment data of LEP at CERN. It is seen4



Figure 2: Mean squared height di�erenes dH2(L) =< (H(l +L)−H(l))2 > for LEP at CERNversus distane L [4℄. Note that LEP was aligned on 04.1993. Data labeled 01.1994 were olleted9 months later; LEP was again aligned on 06.1994 and 12.1994 orresponds to data obtained 6months later.that the larger the distane L between the tunnel piees, the larger the variane of their relativedisplaement in time. Fig. 3 shows the variane of relative displaements divided by observationtime versus the distane between points for SPS, PEP, UNK and SLAC (data from [5℄). A �tgives A = (1.0 ± 0.5) × 10−4 µm2/(m · s). For two test masses separated at 10 km this resultsin a drift of √< δx2 > ≈ 6 mm over a time period of 1 year. Similar values have been obtainedfor the rms orbit drifts versus time for LHC (an estimated rms losed-orbit distortion of 5.7 mmover 1 year).The di�usion parameter A has been studied as funtion of depth, and the following empirialexpression has been obtained,
A [µm2/(s · m)] =

3

1 + H3/4
, (2)with depth H in meters. It follows that the variane of relative displaements√< δx2 > dereasesin hard rok by about an order of magnitude at a depth of 400 m ompared to the orrespondingsurfae value.2.2 Slow ground motion in salt minesVarious salt deposits an be found in Europe that were formed as evaporites (a type of sedimen-tary rok). Fig. 4 shows their distribution in northern Europe. Rok salt has been mined atvarious plaes in Europe, with some strutures now in use as deep geologial repositories for nu-lear waste. Sites as Shaht Asse II, Morsleben, and Gorleben (planned) store waste at a depthof about 750 m. Salt has various attrative features for realizing underground onstrutions,suh as relatively low-ost mining without need for armoring olumns and struts. However, saltis also known for its plastiity e�ets. For example, the Institut für Gebirgsmehanik in Leipzig5



Figure 3: Variane of relative displaements divided by observation time versus the distanebetween points for SPS, PEP, UNK and SLAC (data from [5℄).

Figure 4: Geologial map of salt strutures in northern Europe (data from BGR Germany [6℄).
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monitors salt motion in Asse II. Presently, the apping mass in Asse II moves 15 m per year.It is predited [16℄ that from the beginning of 2014, an inrease in the loss of the load arryingapaity due to plastiity e�ets in the salt dome will result in an inreased displaement of theapping mass. This may lead to an unontrollable inrease in water in�ow in that mine andmake the ontinued operation as a dry pit impossible. Elsewhere and in most salt strutures,water in�ow is not expeted to be the main issue. Instead rok reep should be onsidered asit both misaligns the strutures and generates reep noise, where the latter may be of fratalorigin.2.3 Seismi motionNoise studies [17, 18, 19, 20℄ di�erentiate noise soures aording to frequeny. Noise at fre-quenies below about 1 Hz is termed `miroseismi'. Its soures are dominantly natural (i.e. nonultural and non-loal) and depend on oeani and large-sale meteorologial onditions (e.g.monsoons and ylones). Around 1 Hz wind e�ets and loal meteorologial onditions showup, while for frequenies above 1 Hz, additional soures (besides natural) are related mainly tohuman ativity. Suh noise is termed `ultural noise' or `mirotremors'. It should be noted thatthe 1 Hz division is not absolute.Peterson [7℄ generated noise power spetral density plots for frequenies up to 10 Hz for 75seismi stations distributed worldwide (see Fig. 5). Several years of data were olleted (about

Figure 5: Map showing the approximate loations of the stations used in the de�nition of thePeterson (1993) seismi bakground noise models [7℄.12,000 spetra). From a ombined �t to data from both surfae and borehole sensors (100 - 340m depth) he derived a new low noise model (NLNM) that replaed his earlier low noise model[8℄. The data and �t are shown in Fig. 6. Note that also a new high noise model was derived,but its impliations will not be disussed here. The power spetral density (PSD)1 is expressedin deibels (10 × Log(m2/(s4Hz))) and refers to a squared aeleration of 1 (m/s2)2/Hz. Thelargest PSD values are seen at long periods. The surfae of the Earth experienes large external1In the literature various representations are used, suh as the root power spetral density (RPSD), aeleration,veloity and displaement densities. The onversions are straightforward and in the following we will freely usevarious representations. 7



Figure 6: Overlay of network station spetra used in Peterson's bakground noise study [7℄ to-gether with straight-line segments �tted to the high-noise and low-noise envelopes of the overlay.fores due to the gravitational attrations of the Moon and Sun. This auses for example thesurfae of the Earth to rise and fall with amplitudes of about 0.5 m with respet to the enterof the Earth. This tidal motion an be seen in Fig. 6 at a period of 4.3 × 104 s. Sine themotion ours at very low frequeny the test masses will move oherently and di�erential motionpresents no problem. Large PSD values are observed at periods lustered around 5 and 18 swhih orrespond to miroseisms. Note that a large dynami range of more than four orders ofmagnitude (90 dB) is needed to aommodate signals between 1 and 100 s.For Einstein Telesope the ritial frequenies f are in the range 1 - 10 Hz, where the response ismost variable mainly due to ultural noise. It is therefore important to hose a site loation farfrom human ativities both at present and in future. The NLNM yields a PSD of -168.6 dB/Hzat 1 Hz and this orresponds to aeleration density of 0.37 ng/√Hz. The NLNM preditsan approximately �at PSD response for aelerations in the frequeny band of 1 - 10 Hz (thedomelike struture observed at 3 Hz in Fig. 5 is believed to be due to instrumental e�ets,notably the STS sensor gain). Corresponding displaements an be found by double integrationof the aelerations yielding the typial 1/ω2 angular frequeny dependene. The onversionshould take the integration bandwidth into aount (often 1/3 otave is used orresponding to arange of ±10% about the enter value). Note that when a Gaussian signal is passed through anarrow-band �lter, the absolute peak signals of the �ltered signal envelope will have a Rayleighdistribution (yielding a fator 1.253σ for |xP |). Lowest possible displaements aording to theNLNM are about 0.1 nm/√Hz at 1 Hz and derease with f−2.It has been pointed out [9℄ that many of the stations used by Peterson are now enroahed uponby urban areas and experiene stronger ultural noise. Reently, the Peterson low noise model wasupdated [10℄ by analyzing the absolute quietest data from the Global Seismographi Network(GSN). MNamara et al. presented the ambient noise levels from 159 worldwide broadband8



Figure 7: Power spetral densities of individual GSN and ANSS station modes used in MNa-mara's ambient seismi noise analysis [9℄.seismi stations within the GSN and the Advaned National Seismi System (ANSS). For highfrequenies (short periods) the minimum (orresponding to the red urve) is lower than thePeterson NLNM. However, the �gure shows that this minimum has a low probability of ourrene(1 - 2%). For frequenies between 1 and 10 Hz, the minimum is dominated by station QSPA nearthe South Pole in Antartia with its sensor at 300 m depth and is probably due to a spetral holeat 4 Hz due to the thik surfae ie layer. Hene, it may not represent ambient noise onditionsat the station.2.3.1 Miroseismi noiseMiroseismi noise is a prominent feature for frequenies around 0.17 Hz and 0.07 Hz. The smalllow-frequeny peak (periods of 10 - 16 s) orrelates with the frequeny of oastal waves, wherethe oean wave energy is onverted into seismi energy through either vertial pressure variationsor from the surf rashing on shore. The large peak at about twie the frequeny (periods of 4 - 8s) originates from standing oean waves that ouple to the ontinental shelf. The standing wavesare generated by superposition of oean waves of equal period traveling in opposite diretionsand have reently been on�rmed by satellite observations. Corresponding PSD values hangeup to 30 dB depending on the storm intensity, while the two frequenies shift upward as stormsage. Fig. 8 shows PSD values at three loations. Station POHA is loated in the enter of thePai� Oean on Hawaii, SAO is less than 50 km from the oast of northern California and ISCOis loated in a mine shaft in the mountains near Idaho Springs, Colorado. Miroseismi ativityis seen in all spetra. Note that also shifts in peak frequeny an be observed.It an be seen in Fig. 8 that there is a noise tail from the miroseismi peak pertruding intoour frequeny range of interest. This an be understood from modeling miroseismi noise by aharmoni driver of frequeny f0 = 0.17 Hz whose phase su�ers sudden hanges at random time9



Figure 8: Miroseismi noise at island, oastal and ontinental interior sites as measured onMay 29, 2002 06:00:00 3600 seonds. Island of Hawaii, POHA BHZ (Red), Northern California,SAO BHZ (Blue), Continental interior, Colorado ISCO (Green). Note inreasing miroseisminoise from Colorado to California to Hawaii. [11℄.

Figure 9: A �t by Fisher [12℄ to the long-term averaged maximum noise power spetra from[13℄. 10



intervals [12℄. Fig. 9 shows that in this ase the power density spetrum has the form
P (f) =

2A

ν

ν

ν2 − (f − f0)2
(3)in units of power/unit frequeny interval. The driver orresponds to the energy input of thestanding oean waves and miroseisms is generated by Fourier omponents of random exiting�elds that have the same phase veloities as free modes of the elasti system [14℄.In the preliminary design of Einstein Telesope, the mirrors are separated by 10 km. Given atypial surfae seismi wave speed of 400 m/s, the mirrors will experiene a relative motion2for frequenies above about 0.02 Hz. It is onluded that at these low frequenies miroseismiindued relative motion plays a role, and must be handled by the ontrol systems of the testmasses.2.3.2 Cultural noiseThe NLNM is a omposite of di�erent stations and instruments, with di�erent geology and invarious geographi regions. Therefore, it is not possible to dupliate its response at a spei�loation. It is observed that lowest noise is obtained in ontinental sites with sensors plaed inhard rok. The sensors with lowest PSD values are borehole instruments operated at remotesites with low ultural noise. Lowest noise is obtained when there is no wind. In the USA thelowest noise sites are ANMO in New Mexio and Alaska.

Figure 10: Noise spetra from the Albuquerque, New Mexio station for seismometers operatedin the ASL subsurfae vault [7℄.ANMO is a borehole station of the Global Seismi Network (GSN) loated in Albuquerque, NewMexio, USA. The sensor is loated in granite at a depth of 100 m (at an elevation of 17402Note that here a λ/2 riterion has been applied. 11



m). Noise spetra from the ANMO subsurfae vault are shown in Fig. 10. Around 1 Hz itslowest noise PSD is within 1 - 2 dB of the NLNM value, while for 1 < f < 10 Hz two bandsare visible due to ultural noise. Cultural noise mainly propagates as high frequeny surfaewaves (1 - 10 Hz) that attenuate within several kilometers in distane and depth. Its signaturean be seen in diurnal variations. The day-night spetral ratio for ANMO is shown in Fig. 11.Comparing median midday and midnight noise levels it is noted that ultural noise is visible athigh frequenies. In the miroseismi band (0.06 - 0.3 Hz) there are no day-night variations inexess of 1 dB at the ANMO site. Studies show [15℄ that in the frequeny range 0.3 - 8.5 Hzthe noise levels orrelate over very large distanes: the vertial-omponent up to 225 km, whilehorizontal omponent bakground noise orrelates up to 175 km.

Figure 11: Midday versus midnight noise di�erenes for the ANMO borehole station [15℄. Cul-tural noise is visible for frequenies above 0.7 Hz.While diurnal variations are limited to 10 dB above 1 Hz at the ANMO site, in more populatedareas suh as Binghamton, New York, the spetral ratios an be as high as 50 dB over longperiods.Spetrograms for frequenies up to 60 Hz have been made by Young et al. [27℄ with seismome-ters at the surfae and within boreholes in the USA for data olleted of more than one year.Seismometers were plaed in boreholes at Amarillo, TX, at depths of 5, 100, 200, 367, 1219 and1951 m. Cultural noise was present at all depths and most evident at 1219 and 1951 m (dueto weaker wind-indued noise at these depths). Cultural noise exeeded bakground by about10 dB and ould be identi�ed from diurnal patterns and was prominent for frequenies between1 and 40 Hz. At Datil, NM, seismometers were installed at depths of 0, 5, 43, and 85 m andultural noise was absent, most probably due to the remoteness of the site. At Pinedale, WY,with seismometers at depths of 3, 13, 30, 122 and 305 m, diurnal patterns in ultural noise wereobsured by a pattern of progressive day-time inrease of wind noise.Tra� indued vibrations have been studied by various authors. Road noise depends on roadstruture and materials, tra� density and vehile type and speed. MNamara & Buland [11℄show that automobile tra� along a road only 20 m from station AHID in Auburn Hills, Idahoreates up to 35 dB inrease in power in the 10 Hz frequeny range. Lombaert and Degrange [21℄arried out a study showing that the frequeny spetrum broadens with inreasing vehile speed.Long [22℄ derived an empirial formula for attenuation of seismi road noise. It was found thatwhere the intervening topology was greater than average (1 - 3 m), vibration levels dereased at3 dB/m of relief. This was attributed by Long to surfae waves sattering from the topography.12



Sho�eld et al. [23℄ reported that loal tra�, from passenger vehiles to heavy truks, induedvibrations at the LIGO Hanford, WA, site. Vibrations were measured for frequenies in the 1 -50 Hz range, with maxima around 4 - 12 Hz. Coward et al. [24℄ reorded ground vibrations atthe AIGO site in Australia for vehiles passing the instrumentation as lose as 24 m. Road noisewas visible in the 5 - 30 Hz frequeny band.

Figure 12: High frequeny (1 - 10 Hz) seismi noise is driven by ultural noise. Density ofpopulation in Europe from the REGIO database of EUROSTAT [25℄.Sine ultural noise should strongly orrelate with population density, we show in Fig. 12 anoverview of the population density in Europe based on population data from the REGIO databaseof EUROSTAT.
13



2.3.3 Wind noiseWind noise has been studied by a number of authors. Withers et al. [26℄ performed measurementsat Datil, New Mexio. This is a remote site that features sparse vegetation. The nearest road isat 12 km distane and this road is lightly traveled. The distane to the nearest railroad is 90 km.Measurements were performed at a depth of 0, 5, 43 and 85 m. A redution of 20 dB was foundat a depth of 43 m. Young et al. [27℄ arried out measurements at Amarillo, Texas at a depth

Figure 13: European wind resoures based on data olleted for the European Wind Atlas [28℄.of 3, 13, 30, 122 and 305 m. A strong orrelation between seismi noise and wind was observedover a broad frequeny spetrum range from 1 to 60 Hz. The noise was 34 dB above the NLNMat at depth of 3 m, and dereased to 10 dB above NLNM at a depth of 305 m. In addition, itwas observed that the wind speed threshold for induing seismi noise depends on depth.Fig. 13 shows an overview of the European wind resoures based on the data olleted for the14



European Wind Atlas [28℄ and is based on omprehensive statistis from more than 200 stationsovering the European Community.2.4 Geologial and geographi dependeneMNamara and Buland [11℄ have arried out a study of geographi dependene of ambient seisminoise in the USA. Fig. 14 shows that the strongest geographi dependene is obtained for

Figure 14: PSD noise levels above the NLNM mapped aross the US in two separate frequenybands [11℄: panel A or 8 - 16 Hz and panel B for 0.125 - 0.25 Hz.frequenies above 1 Hz (panel A). Noise levels at the East oast are up to 50 dB above NLNMdue to large population enters and represents ultural noise. Miroseism shows up in the 0.125- 0.25 Hz frequeny range (panel B) and is dominant is oastal regions. The US ontinentalinterior has noise levels about 10 dB above NLNM.Reently, OneGeology [29℄, an ambitious online projet, under the diretion of the British Geo-logial Survey, started the olletion of worldwide geologial information. An example is shownin Fig. 15. Large areas of alluvium an be identi�ed in Fig. 15. Alluvium is deposited softsoil omposed of silt, lay, sand and gravel. Its material properties vastly di�er from hardrok suh as granite. This has immediate onsequenes for the ambient seismi noise levelsas is demonstrated in Fig. 16. The seismi data shown in Fig. 16 have been obtained withthe ORFEUS (Observatories and Researh Failities for European Seismology) network, a non-pro�t foundation that aims at oordinating and promoting digital, broadband seismology in theEuropean-Mediterranean area. For frequenies around 2 Hz the seismi noise is almost 40 dBhigher in alluvium (station GE.HLG) than hardrok (station CH.GIMEL). This is aused by the15



Figure 15: Geologial map of Europe from the OneGeology portal [29℄. The following geologyis indiated: red orresponds to granite or basalt; pink - sandstone; green - halk; purple - slate,limestone, mudstone; yellow - alluvium. 16



Figure 16: PSD noise levels obtained with the Orfeus network for station CH.GIMEL nearGeneva, Switzerland and station GE.HLG near Hamburg, Germany. Data from referene [30℄.lower veloity of seismi waves in sediments ompared to hardrok. Areas dominated by allu-vium an be found in the Netherlands, northern Germany and Poland, in the south of Germany,northern Italy (Po area), Toledo area in Spain, and eastern Europe. PSD values about 40 dBlarger than hardrok have also been found in alluvium regions near Beijing, China and SantaBarbara, USA. Although for a surfae site suh regions should be avoided, this is at present notlear for an underground site.

Figure 17: PSD ambient noise levels from a study for various loations in Germany [31℄.Results of a systemati investigation of ambient noise in Germany [31℄ are presented in Fig.17. Noise levels are lowest for sites in the south of Germany where geology is determined byrystalline granite formations. Highest ambient noise levels are reorded in the north of Germanywhere the hardrok layers are overed by alluvium (molasses). In between layers of harder Juraformations over the rystalline granite. Average spetral densities are �tted with exponential17



funtions beause of strong osillations in PSD values. The signal at 2 Hz for the smallest spetraldensities has been traed by a diretional analysis to Rayleigh waves originating from the oastof Norway. The signal is believed to be due to hoppy water waves in the shallow North Seahitting the shore.At �rst sight Sandinavia may be thought to provide suitable sites, sine it is sarely populatedleading to low ultural noise, while the surfae is dominated by old, good quality rystallinehardrok. However, seismi measurements from the KONO station near Kongsberg, Norway,show PSD values 20 - 30 dB above the NLNM (typially 140 dB around 1 Hz). It should benoted that the KONO sensor is loated in a silver mine at 340 m depth. The ambient seisminoise is due to the high frequeny tail from the miroseismi peak. KONO data show that themiroseismi peak shows large seasonal variations. Moreover, in the winter months additionalseismi bakground noise an be expeted from ie ativity in the East Sea.3 Spei� sites3.1 CLIO site at Kamioka, JapanIn Japan the Cryogeni Laser Interferometer Observatory (CLIO) is being ommisioned in theKamioka mine loated 220 km west from Tokyo. CLIO is a loked Fabry-Perot interferometer andis a preursor of the ambitious Large Cryogeni Gravitational Telesope (LCGT), an undergroundryogeni interferometer with 3 km long arms. Kamioka Mine of Mitsui Mining & Smelting Co.,Ltd. is the largest lead-zin mine in Japan and was omposed of two mines, the TohiboraMine and the Mozumi Mine, whih had daily prodution rates of 5,200 and 1,800 metri tonsof rude ore, respetively. In the mines, there are many massive pyro-metasomati depositswhih have been derived from the replaement of limestone. The deposits are omposed ofskarn minerals whih mainly ontain hedenberite. The ountry rok is generally hard and �ne-grained stable bedrok (gneiss) with an elasti speed exeeding 6 km/s. Fig. 18 shows resultsfrom measurements at the Kamioka underground site (1000 m underground from the top of themountain at an altitude of 358 m) along the Mozumi mining shaft. At 1 Hz the horizontaldisplaement noise is about 2 nm/√Hz. The spetrum at the CLIO site falls with f−2 andonsequently at 10 Hz the noise redues to about 20 pm/√Hz. (These data were at the limit ofthe sensitivity of the measurement instrument and represent an upper bound. Note that dataobtained with an interferometri devie are presented in Fig. (21) indiate lower ambient seisminoise.) Vertial displaement noise is about an order of magnitude larger at the surfae, but issimilar to the horizontal displaement noise at the loation of the CLIO site. The data revealan average redution of seismi noise of about 102 (with 103 at 4 Hz) ompared to the TAMAsurfae site, loated in Mitaka ity in the enter of Tokyo. Moreover, sine CLIO is situated onhardrok, Hida gneiss, it is expeted that a signi�ant fration of seismi motion may be rejetedas a ommon-mode ontribution.The quality of the site was tested with the 20 m LISM prototype interferometer and revealedlong-term stable operation, mainly due to the low bakground noise and stable temperature.The underground environment was judged harmful for equipment, suh as vauum pumps andoptis, beause of the high humidity (≈ 100 %). The humidity auses mold growth. Air de-humi�ers were in plae, but indued too muh vibration noise. For LCGT it is planned to supplydried air from a separate hamber. Measurements show that ryo-oolers based on pulse-tuberefrigerators ause about 1 Hz vibrations (and high frequeny sound) and that protetion isneeded. The interferometer ontrol room su�ers from heat deposition by eletrial equipment18



Figure 18: Horizontal displaement noise spetra of ambient seismi noise along the Mozumimining shaft in Kamioka [32℄.and human ativity and requires a ventilation system. The optis su�er from dust ontaminationdue to the mining history [32℄. Dust in the (aess) tunnels leads for example to a rapid degradingof laser power. A separate air lok for main hamber aess is required. The horizontal aess tothe Kamioka faility is judged as very onvenient. For LCGT lean, dry and ool air generationshould our far away from the interferometer. Air lok rooms should be realized between tunnelsand laboratory areas, with walls between dusty arms and lean laboratory areas [36℄.3.2 Homestake (Dusel) site at Blak Hills, South Dakota, USAThe Deep Underground Siene and Engineering Laboratory, Dusel is a projet under onsid-eration by the US National Siene Foundation for the study of extremely rare nulear physisproesses. In July 2007 the NSF gave its approval to the Homestake Mine in South Dakota,USA as the future site for Dusel. The Homestake Mine is a deep underground gold mine (losedin 2002) loated near Lead, South Dakota. It was the largest and deepest gold mine in NorthAmeria, and is the site where solar neutrinos were observed �rst. When Dusel is realized withlaboratories at 8,000 feet below ground, Homestake will be the deepest underground sienefaility. Presently (July 2009), the mine is �ooded to about 5,000 feet depth.Fig. 19 shows noise spetra from the RSSD station loated in the Blak Hills in South Dakota,USA. The origin of the step-like feature at low periods is unlear. The geology at the RSSDstation is limestone and the sensor is plaed in a borehole at a depth of 110 m and elevation of1950 m. The �gure shows that the PSD is about 15 dB above the NLNM around 1 Hz. Thesenoise levels may be indiative for seismi noise at Homestake. Presently, a program is ongoingat Dusel to perform detailed seismi measurements [34℄. A network of seismi sensors is being19



Figure 19: Power spetral density seismi noise data (2009) from the RSSD seismi station inthe Blak Hills, South Dakota, USA [33℄.implemented that will ollet data at various depths. Sensors are installed at 300, 800, 2000 and4100 feet. Fig. (20) shows horizontal veloity densities measured at the Homestake site at a

Figure 20: Horizontal veloity spetral density seismi noise data (2009) from a seismi stationinstalled at the 4100 feet level at the Homestake site in Lead, South Dakota, USA [35℄.depth of 4100 feet. The �gure shows data for a two week period and was taken in summer 2009.The quiet-time spetra at 2000 feet depth are for low frequenies (< 0.5 Hz) lose to NLNM.Time-averaged PSD spetra depend on miroseisms and ultural noise and are typially about10 dB above NLNM. The measured H/V ratio suggests that rok inhomogeneities are signi�ant[35℄. Strong oherene between the vertial signals from stations at 300 and 2000 feet is observedfor frequenies around 0.2 Hz.
20



3.3 Sites in GermanyDisplaement noise data have been analyzed [36℄ for the Blak Forest Observatory, BFO, for theSeismologishe Observatorium Berggieshübel, BRG, and for the Graefenberg, GRFO boreholestation. The BFO station is realized in a formed nikel mine. The sensors are loated at adepth of 162 m in granite base-rok, overed by sediments. BRG is an abandoned mine withhornblendeslates geology with sensors loated at 36 m depth. GRFO is a 116 m deep boreholewith sensors in halk and dolomite. Fig. 21 shows quiet night-time horizontal displaement noisespetra for BFO, BRG and GRFO in omparison with data from Kamioka and GEO600. Forreferene also the SGN values from Ref. [10℄ are shown.
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Figure 21: Displaement noise spetra from the BFO, BRG and GRFO seismi stations inGermany [36℄. For omparison data from Kamioka and GEO600, and SGN [10℄ are shown.The displaement noise of BFO, BRG and GRFO are omparable and amount to 0.5 - 0.8nm/√Hz around 1 Hz and approximately drops as 1/f2 with frequeny. Noise levels are lessthan an order of magnitude above NLNM and similar to the Kamioka values. Noise levels aresigni�antly lower than those obtained at the GEO600 site. For BFO diurnal variations of abouta fator 2 - 3 have been determined for frequenies in the range 1 - 10 Hz. Fig. 22 shows noisespetra from the BFO station loated in the Blak Forest in Germany. Anthropogeni noise isseen on working days, between 6 am and 4 pm. The noise is strongest around 5 Hz and is ausedpresumably by sawing mills in the viinity of the site.There are other sites in Germany that feature relatively low (< 1 nm/√Hz) seismi noise. PSDvalues obtained at the Moxa seismi station near Jena and at a 900 m depth in the Asse roksaltmine are below 1 nm/√Hz. 21



Figure 22: High frequeny ultural noise at the Blak Forest Observatory in Germany [37℄.3.4 Experiene from partile aelerator sitesStudies have been initiated to measure ground motion of various sites for haraterization ofthe International Linear Collider (ILC) design. For the ILC vertial beamsize in the order of5 nm is needed to maintain ollisions and to prevent emittane growth indued by betatronosillations due to magnet movement. The site haraterization program of DESY [38℄ onsistsof a omprehensive database of measured ground motion for various high energy laboratories,synhrotron light soures and referene sites. Fig. 23 (left panel) shows average PSD values

Figure 23: Left panel: average PSDs, in the vertial diretion, of several sites, inluding thereferene Moxa site; right panel: histogram of the rms distributions (at f > 1 Hz, in vertialdiretion) for 6 so-alled quiet sites [38℄.for the aelerator sites CERN LHC tunnel, Fermilab, DESY HERA tunnel, Spring8 and theonsidered interation point (IP) of the Tesla ollider. For referene the PSD of the Moxa seismistation near Jena is shown. In our frequeny region of interest PSD values di�er by 4 orders of22



magnitude (3 orders of magnitude above Moxa at 1 Hz). The HERA ring at DESY is situated ina shallow tunnel in lose proximity of the densely populated ity of Hamburg. The geology of thearea is dominated by alluvium: quaternary sand and marlstone. Lower PSD values are obtainedfor the CERN LHC tunnel. LHC is situated in a 100 m deep tunnel in stable bedrok. Therms vertial motion of the LHC tunnel is 1.8 nm at 1 Hz (ompared to 0.6 nm rms for the Moxasite). The PSD spetra of the relatively deep LHC tunnel are about 3 orders of magnitude lowerompared to the surfae. A similar noise derease with depth has been observed in measurementsin the Numi tunnel (40 m depth) near Fermilab.Fig. 23 (right panel) shows rms distributions for various sites that were judged to be quiet in theDesy site haraterization studies [38℄. For omparison, the results from measurements performedat a depth of 900 m in the Asse roksalt mine is shown. Note that the CERN and Fermilab datashow two peaks in their distribution attributed to diurnal e�ets. The Asse distribution has anaverage rms (at f > 1 Hz) of 0.5 nm and together with the Moxa site (rms of 0.6 nm) onstitutethe quietest sites of the study. Quiet sites inlude CERN LHC (rms 1.8 nm), FNAL (2.9 nm),IHEP Bejing (8.4 nm), SLAC (4.8 nm) and Spring-8 Harima (2 nm). Noisy sites inlude BNL(87.8 nm), DESY HERA (51.8 nm), ESRF Grenoble (71.6 nm), KEK Tsukuba (78 nm) andSSRF Shanghai (292 nm).For aelerator design it is important to distinguish orrelated motion from absolute motion.Coherene between synhronized seismometers has been measured at various sites. Measurementsat DESY show that oherene is lost for frequenies above 1 Hz over distanes of 600 m. Suhinformation is site spei� and an be used to model GGN subtration and to determine thenumber of seismometers needed for suh shemes.It has been observed, espeially at the noisy aelerator failities that there are strong variationswith time: day - night di�erenes and di�erenes between weekend and weekdays. However, alsoat quiet sites as SLAC in the USA, noise related to water pumps, water in ooling pipes andryogeni �uids was identi�ed. Low frequeny reiproating devies often generate well de�nedsharp spetral lines. These devies inlude vauum pumps, and ompressors using air, heliumor hydrogen. To handle suh laboratory generated noise a strit site poliy should be developedand implemented, sine later mitigation an be ostly.4 Site requirements from logistial argumentsIt is paramount to identify the riteria for site seletion and evaluation at an early stage [39℄. Theseleted site should allow the highest possible level of sienti� produtivity at reasonable ostof onstrution and operation, and at minimal risk. Of paramount importane are the seletionriteria that impat the sienti� potential of Einstein Telesope. These inlude natural andman-made ground vibrations and site geologial onstrains that a�et ritial parameters asinterferometer arm lengths. This report has foused on these issuesSite requirements that impat onstrution ost must be onsidered. These inlude topogra-phy and geologial subsurfae onditions. Fators suh as horizontal versus vertial aess tothe underground failities greatly a�et the onstrution osts. Site availability and aquisitionosts an very greatly. Availability of existing support infrastruture is important. Undergroundlaboratories as Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso LNGS (Italy), Laboratoire souterrain deModane LSM (Frane), Laboratorio Subterraneo de Canfran LSC (Spain), and Institute forUnderground Siene, Boulby Mine (UK) provide extensive failities for sienti� and tehnialsta�. This inludes aommodations for resident sta� (housing, shools, et.), and visiting sta�23



(lodging, transportation, et.). For the same reason ative or losed-down mines may providevaluable failities suh as hosting shafts, eletrial infrastruture, water pumps, and safety sys-tems. In addition, they may provide loal tehnial support and experiened tehnial sta�.Other fators that determine the (ost of) the main infrastruture design inlude groundwateronditions, hydrology and drainage whih have an impat on the design of buildings and tunnels,aessibility suh as roads, railroad, distane to nearby supporting tehnial failities, site util-ities installations as power, water, and sewage. Finally, labor osts and proximity of soil wasteand borrow areas must be onsidered.Various fators impat the operation ost. These inlude the ost of eletrial power, ost ofloal labor, heating and ooling requirements, maintenaie requirements, and travel time andost for visiting sta�. Environmental, health and safety plans must be put in plae to assure thesafety of users, sta�, and visitors to Einstein Telesope. These plans must omply with relevantgovernmental standards and regulations. It is important to elevate the life-safety level abovethat in the mining and underground onstrution industries to one appropriate for researhers,students, and the publi.Risks must be minimized in the realization of Einstein Telesope. Risk fators inlude aquisitionrisk, risks from environmental soures suh as earthquakes, �oods and storms. Speial attentionmust be paid to potential future man-made noise and vibration from development or industrialprojets.5 SummaryVarious seletion riteria for andidate sites for Einstein Telesope have been disussed. Speialattention has been paid to seismi noise sine this has the greatest impat on the sienti� a-pabilities. It has been shown that the seismi displaement noise that a�ets the performaneof the observatory most, is driven by oean, wind and human ativity (e.g. logging, ars, andheavy mahinery). Consequently, it is imperative to arry out a areful site seletion whereandidate sites must be explored in detail. Suh studies will be performed in ollaboration withEuropean geosienes groups, as the Italian National Institute for Geophysis and Volanology.The use of ative ontrol systems with feedbak of information from seismometers, aelerom-eters, strainmeters, tiltmeters, rok thermometers and piezometers to the test masses will beinvestigated.Results from the above desribed studies will be used to identify a possible R&D path to gravitygradient orretion systems. Simulations to study type and number of sensors, sensor networkon�guration and noise subtration proedures must be arried out.AknowledgementsThis work has been performed with the support of the European Commission under the Frame-work Programme 7 (FP7) Capaities, projet Einstein Telesope design study (Grant Agreement211743), http://www.et-gw.eu/. This work is part of the researh programme of the Foundationfor Fundamental Researh on Matter (FOM), whih is �nanially supported by the NetherlandsOrganisation for Sienti� Researh (NWO). We gratefully aknowledge the support of LIGO
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